Don Hobill aces the 17th at PMGC.
Don Hobill continued the recent spate of hole in ones on Saturday at
PMGC making the third such occurrence in the past five weeks.
Don has been playing golf for the past 60 odd years and this was his
first ever hole in one, not doubt a huge thrill after all those years
trying, good stuff old boy.
Martin Fraser continued his recent good form edging out the unlucky
Leon Moodie on a countback for the score of the day trophy with a
great score of 42 points, taking the B grade along the way. In
somewhat of a consolation prize Leon claimed the C grade by one
point from Paul DeZwart.
Steve Cann mustered up 39 points to out shine the balance of the A
grade field, with Al Rowlands becoming a lot more consistent with
regular play scoring 39 points to head off the D grade challengers.
Naturally Donny Hobill collected the $218 for the Sails golden shot,
with the 17th being the hole to hit a good one on.
Wednesday saw a healthy field of 156 players and on this occasion
41 points by James Wheeler took out the A grade and the score of
the day by one point from Warren Thomas. Warren has been on an
extended holiday and one would suggest when he gets back into full
golfing mode he won’t be in C grade for too long.
David Hall and Peter Bootes took the cash in B and D grades
respectively with solid rounds of 38 points.
Lincoln Warne took the golden shot cash $202 and 34 points
collected a ball on Wednesday and you needed one better (35) to
collect on Saturday.

Good fields turned out for ladies play this week with over 130 rounds
played for the week, the course is in really great shape so no excuses
for not fronting up.
The winners for the ladies this week were Marilyn Mott and Diane
Warden on Tuesday. Margaret Moulton-Ware and Helen Haining on
Thursday, and on Saturday Cheryl Ramsay took the cabbage.
On Sunday at 4 pm we had a nine and dine social event which was
well attended, thanks to those who rolled up. Two more such days
are gazetted for the last Sunday in March at 4pm and the last Sunday
in April at 3pm (as daylight saving will be done). A good way to enjoy
the company of some members you don’t normally play with.

